
NuSpeed Ultra...

Model Motor Deck Brush Pad Power Speed Vacuum Range Weight Dimensions (LxWxH)
NLL332 400W 330mm 330mm 330mm

230V AC 
50/60Hz

200rpm -

32m

18kg 1145x300x540mm
NR1500S

1500W
400mm 450mm 400mm

Optional  
DT130

40kg

1250x580x460mm
150rpmNRL1500 500mm 550mm 500mm 1250x610x540mm

NRT1530 1000W 
1500W 400mm

450mm
400mm

150rpm 
300rpm 1250x580x460mm

NRU1500 1500W - 1500rpm 32kg 1250x660x460mm

Specifications

The NuSpeed Ultra is unique in many respects, providing a burnishing 
machine that automatically adjusts to varying floor conditions whilst in use 
and that can be easily manoeuvred in even the most restricted areas.

The NuSpeed NRU-1500 is equipped as standard with our 
ATC Automatic Torque Control system and the combination 
of 1500rpm and our unique floating pad drive, makes a 
significant advance in surface temperatures, substantially 
improving the polishing results.

The Dustrol vacuum unit can be 
retrofitted providing an exceptional 
vacuum/polisher combination 
system resulting in vacuuming and 

polishing being achieved in a 
single operation.

NRU1500

Brush / Pad Selection

The results will speak 
for themselves...

Our full range of machines is complemented by an extensive range of brush specifications 
in order to ensure the highest standards and optimum results in use and floors you will be 
proud of.

45/55cm  Nyloscrub brush45/55cm Polyscrub brush 45/55cm  Union mix polish brush

Standard 10Kg WeightNR Dustrol Vacuum kit Solution Tanks

NuSpeed
Better FloorCare...   by design
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Floorcare
40/50cm  PadLoc pad drive system

NLL NR
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Lo-Line... Nuspeed... Performance Plus, Plus, Plus!
The LoLine will put truly usable power, 
convenience and efficiency in the hands 
of the operator, giving superb results

The “Two Speed” floor machine within 
the NuSpeed range is fitted with a 
1000W/1250W twin speed motor 
providing excellent results at both 
speeds and supplied with an additional 
10kg weight to enhance performance.
Solution tanks for wet work, and 
Dustrol vacuum systems for dry, 
fit all models and the extensive 
range of brushes and 
accessories increase the  
scope of application.
The NRT1530 model has the 
advantage of selectable 2 speeds, 
150rpm operation allowing the one 
machine to excel both as heavy  
duty scrubbing machine and at 300rpm 
and 40kg high performance polishers –  
Truly the best of both worlds.

NLL332

NR1500 NRT1530

The LoLine rotary has been designed specifically to meet 
the demand and raise the handling and performance 
levels to an exceptional user friendly standard, be it for 
men or women operators.
Our LoLine NLL332 can claim performance 
characteristics equal to that of bigger, 
more industrial machines, yet with an 
ease and speed of operation that will 
immediately endear it to any user.
A full range of 33cm (13”) brushes and 
pad drives allows the machine to be used for 
all of the primary floorcare functions.

The NuSpeed range of professional 
floorcare machines has been 
specifically designed to provide 
optimum results whatever the application. 
All NuSpeed NR models within the range are 
equipped with our performance enhancing 
ATC (Automatic Torque Control) feature. This 
is a unique system that monitors operation and 
boosts torque as required to provide consistent 
performance under varying load conditions.
Available in two model variations with a choice 
of 450mm or 550mm, also supplied as standard 
with an extra 10kg deep clean weight.

NR1500  
folded for storage.

NRT1530
TwinSpeed 40kgs

All NuSpeed models are 
fitted, as standard, with our 
planetary, oil filled, low  
load, gearbox providing  
seamless transmission of  
power to the floor.

NRL1500
550mm 40kgs

NR1500 
450mm 40kgs

NRL1500
550mm 40kg
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